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The two dimensional incoinprcBsible viscoelastic fluid flow problem 
ahmg an infinite flat plate is discussed when the suction vlocity normal to 
the plate is uniform and the (jxternal flow velocity varies periodically with 
time Expressions for velocity and skin-friction are obtained in di­
mensionless forms and the effect of fluid’s elastic parameter on their 
behaviour is sought.
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1. Introduction
Lighthill (1954) fii'st studied the effect of unsteady fluctuations in the external 
flow velocity on the boundary layer flow. Thereafter, some interesting features 
have been found by Stuart (1955) for an oscillatory flow over an infinite plate with 
uniform suction. Recently Rath h Mishra (1969) have discussed the exponential 
boundary layer flow of a second order fluid along a iiorous infinite flat plate with 
uniform suction. They have shown that the steady components of the velocity 
and skin-friction coefficients are influenced by the elastic parameter of the fluid, 
but their unsteady parts are not affected bj^  this parameter, and therefore, the 
manner of unsteadiness is not different from the Newtonian behaviour.
Til the present work an attempt has been made to study the fluctuating flow 
of a viscoelastic fluid past an infinite flat plate Avith uniform suction. The effect 
of fluid’s elastic parameter on the sldn-fiiction amplitude and the velocity field 
is also discussed. Here the viscoelastic fluid considered is of ‘Kuvshinski typo’ 
(Michael & Bird 1962). The external flow velocity has been taken as [/^(I+p 
exp (int)) and Vq is a non-zero negative constant suction velocity.
2. Equations of Motion
The equations governing the viscoelastic fluid model considered here consist 
of stress-strain rate law
(2 .1 )
where D , . dpi^  dpij . . .  (2 ,2)
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and
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The physical significance of Aq (the relaxation time) is that, if the motion suddenly stops, the shear stress will decay as cxp(—
Here, the stress tensor is given by
Si} == -pdij-^-pi}, (2.4)
where p is the static pressure, dtj is the ICroneeker delta and pi} is a tensor usually 
related to the rate of strain, etj, by the equation of state (2.1).
We consider a two dimensional incompressible viscoelastic fluid flow problem 
along an infinite plane porous wall The flow is independent of the distance 
])arallel to the wall and the suction velocity v, normal to the wall, is directed 
towards it and is constant. The axis of x is taken along the wall and the axis of 
// normal to the wall. Then the equations governing the flow are
\dl^  dyl dx^ dy
(2.5)
/dv , dv\ dp , dpyy 
" (3 * -+ % )  =  - 3 y  +  ^ ’
(2.6)
dy
(2.7)
Although dvjdy — 0 in (2.7) shows that the velocity v is a function ot time only, 
we now further restrict consideration to the case ol v equal to a negativii (sonstant 
( “ iJp). Equation (2.1) then gives
(2.8)
P ^ + K [  - g f  91/ ’ (2.9)
/n J_A ,, P^VV\ _ 0
Pyy-^^~dt ~"’  ^ d y l ~  ’
(2.10)
Clearly, =  0, pyy =  0, are particular solutions of 
(2 10) respectively. Putting pyy =  0 in (2 6) we get
the equations (2.8) and
S  =  0, (2.11)
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from which it follows that p  is independent of y. Now let us suppose 
is equal to p{dUjdt), for the motion outside the boundary layer. Here 
external flow velocity. Equation (2.6) is then reduced to
idu du\ dU .d p ^du\ d  , i.y
^\ dt dyj dt dy ’
Eliminating p^ . in equations (2.9) and (2.12), we got
—{dpidx)
V is the
(2. 12)
du du dhi
dU d^U , d^ u
~~ dt dt^  dy^
where v ~ /«//7(kinematiG viscosity).
This equation is subject to the ct)nditions -a =  0 at ?/ =  0 and 
7/->ao, U{t) being the velocity outside the boundary layer.
We now introduce non-dimensional quantities defined by 
yv_o_y = t — , n — —4v V.
4vn 
2 »
u
tJ*
(7 ™  ^ and A =  (elastic parameter)
U  Q V
where is reference velocity and n is the frequency. 
Equation (2.13) then becomes
.. (2.13)
—*U{t) as
(2.14)
1 du du A d^ u ^  d /du\ 
4 ■ di ~dy  *“ 16 di^  ~~ 2 dy \di /
1 dU , A dH7 , ..d^u
=  4 ^ + 1 6
subject to the condition,
iZ =  0 at y =  0, 
u—> U as y —^ oo.
Let us suppose the periodic velocity of the form 
?7 =  1+e exp {ifii)
and u =fi(y)-\-eexp{int)fz{y).
On dropping the bars we have
U =  1 -feexp (int),
alld u =  /i(«/)+e exp (int)f.,(y).
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
Substituting (2.17) in (2.15) and oompaiing harmonic terms and on dropping the 
bars, we get
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( l-A )//(y )+ A '(3 /)  =  0 
Am( l - A ) / ,% ) + ( ! +  ( l +  ^  ) Uy)
_  _  m / ,  I AJn \
4"
subject to the condition
A = / 2  =  0 at
and /i> A"
2/ =  0 
2^ -> 00.
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
Hero, dashes denote differentiation with respect to y.
The solutions of (2 19) and (2.20), satisfying (2 21) arc
/ ,  =  l - e x p ( - j ^ J  (2.22)
f^ =  1 -e x p  { -h y ). ... (2.23)
It can be noticed from the equations (2.22) and (2 23) that A <  1, otherwise if 
A >  1, it will cause a back flow in fluid motion. Hence the velocity field in the 
boundary layer is given by
u{y, t) =  1—exp^— + eexp  (mO(l—exp(—% )) (2.24)
and the non-dimensional skin friction is given by
dy) y»0
. 4  62cp (mf)
1— A
where
h =
(2.26)
(2.26)
2(1-A )
Here the real parts are only significant. Since h involves the square root of a 
complex number, it has two values, viz,, one with the real part positive and the 
other with the real part negative. Here we will consider only the real part positive.
If
where
and
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then the solution of (2 20) will be of the form
Xin/a =  l-^A  exp ( - 1 - a ------ i b  ) ;
+ 5 exp  ^— +»6 jy. (2.27)
From this and the boundary conditions (2.21), one can obtain (2.23) only if a >  1 
In the otlier case, viz., O <  a <  I, the problem becomesindeicirminate. Further­
more, since a >  1, wo will not take the value of/g  in the equation (2.27) due to
real part negative, i.e. for/a =  1+B exp^ —1+ a — , since/g—^ l as y->oo
It 18 observed from the expressions for the velocity and skin-triction in (2.24) 
and (2.25) that their steady parts are also influenced by elastic parameter.
Fi/om from (2.24( we got
u{y, t) =  I —exp  ^ -\-f\Mr cos nt—Mt sin nt\ (2.28)
where
Mr 1—cxp(—Ary) cos hy, Mi exp(—Ary) hiy,
hr =  ~ - 2(1-A )
A i -
Xnj2-\-
I*
2 1
and
2(1-A )
Also from (2.25) we get 
1
( l - A ) ^ ( l - A ) |5| cos(n«+a).
(2.29)
where \B\ —  ^ — 4— h\/2{-^+(l An®/4)}*
. . T +jind tan a =  -------- -— =------- --------
Now for the small values of the frequency parameter n, we have 
u{y, 0 1—exp + e  exp [int) |^ 1—exp
( - r a ) + l » +  S t i e s ' )
x S « « p ( - i £ J l -
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(2.30)
and the skin-friction is given by
+  +  [«*+tan-i ||(1+A ) } ]
... (2.31)
For large values of the frequency, we have
u[y, t) — 1—exp j 1 —exp "1^ ■ 2
1 /- f ( m —  
'2 ( 1 - A)
(2.32)
and
' (T=A) + ^ A )  [ l + ^  + V i + 2  Jj+2Z?r+A nfl< ]
'T '+  1 ^ai+tan I 2 '^ J
U + r A
wliBi'e \14
(2.33)
^ ‘  =  v r [ ' ^ ^ + r v £ - ( ‘ - - r ) ]
and  ^ „ Aw® , A®w4
We see from (2.29) that skin-friction has a phase lead over the velocity 
fluctuations at large distance from the plate and this phase lead increases with 
inoroasing n and A which is also clear from the following figure.
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Skin-frichon phase lead against frequency parameter n,
I Exact frequency approx
II |_Q  ^ --------- *-N ■ Newtonion (
III! High ,, ,, --------->-NN. Non-Newtonion
IV High (Rough),, ,,
High, Fregumcy Approximation
Xnj2±Hitan a = l+ H r
High {Rough) Frequency Approximation
i 1 r A?i2 /A^ w^  , „\*\l
tan a =
Xn
2
. i J ____V2 I 4 +  1 6 - + '*  /  1
Figure 2 shows that the amplitude of the skin-friction is also incii'oaBed with 
increasing n and A. An increase in skin-friction has also been predicted by Beard 
& Walters (1964) for the case of boundary layer flow of viscoelastic fluids near 
a stagnation point. Figure 2 (for Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids) also show a 
fair agreement between the exact amplitude \h\ and low frequency approxi­
mation upto about n =  1, though above n = \ ,  high frequency approximation 
is in rather more satisfactory agreement with the exact value. Only the high 
(rough) frequency approximation is not in agreement with the exact value.
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I ' Exact frequtncy approx
II L om „  ti
III High ,,  „  -
IV High (Rough),) ,,
► N Nowtonipn (?i=0)
• NN Non - NoMtonfon(^= ^ 2 )
High Frequency Approxiniation
IJJl =  ^ [l + V''''+2:^ +''-4 +[2(i - -J- -l-Vi I 2VZ ) }
Aw / , _1_ /r 1 __L_VV
High {Rough) Frequency Approximalin
An__ ' I I ____ -UIB f A V  , A *  j-  - + ( T 6  + "  ) + V ^ \
An^  iXhi  ^ . .
- 4 -  (-16
Figure 3 fur the fluotuating parts of velocity profile Mr and Mi against the 
distaiicB from the wall for A =  0, A =  0 5, and n =  1 shows that M, increases 
with increasing y wliilo Mi decreases From this figure it is also obvious that 
Jf, for viscoelastic fluids is more than Jf, for Nervtonian fluids, whereas the 
juvoiHo is true for Mi.
Jii figure 4 , the transient velocity jirofilo ^  1 — e x p ( — 2^ /l(— A ) ) - - e -M i,  JH 
shown against the disLance from the wall for w =  1, A =  0, A 0.5, nt tt/2, 
luid c =  0.5. It is clear from the figure that at certain times the flow near to the 
surface is in negative x-direction, wliile the flow in the main stream isalsways m 
positive aj-direction. Consequently, certain members of the class of transient 
velocity profiles are of a “ separation tjrpe ’ and the point of separation for 
viscoelastic fluids is nearer to the surface than that of Newtonian fluids. This 
figure also shows that the velocity field in the boundary layer for viscoelastic 
fluids is more than that of Newtonian fluids.
6
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— »  N Newfenion (A= 0 )
--------^>NN . Non-Newtonion (7 < = l/e )
Figura 4
Transtent velocity profiles u
»■ N . Newtonion (?l“ 0 )
NN Non-Movttanlon (>  = l/2)
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